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KLone Embedded Web Server project is a royalty-free product to help thousands of developers of embedded systems and web-
sites to solve the problems of developing customized web servers. It is a full featured, fast, lightweight web server application. It
allows building any kind of HTML-friendly web site and to be used as an embedded web server as well as a static content web

server. The web site developer can use the web server as a static or dynamic content web server. Static content is served as static
embedded web pages directly from the ROM-able web site server application binary file. Dynamic content is supported with the
utilization of KLone SDK: the web site developer will not need to learn a special coding language such as ASP, Perl, Python or
the like. The developer can use the embedded web server to serve both static and dynamic content. The site may be pure static
web pages, or alternatively, it may be a front end for PHP, ASP, Perl, Python, or other dynamic content written in the C/C++
programming language with C/C++ compiler. The source code of the KLone Embedded Web Server application is clean and

simple. A developer is allowed to directly develop web sites of any complexity, implementing all its functionalities according to
the way he/she wants. The KLone embedded web server is entirely configurable: one can adjust almost all its parameters

without touching the source code of the web site itself. Any web site can be configured to listen on several ports at the same
time, and can host all kind of HTTP and HTTPS protocols at the same time. The KLone embedded web server is completely
configurable and can be used in embedded application, without any additional code. This product is highly flexible and is not

limiting the developer. Design Goals of the KLone Embedded Web Server: The KLone Embedded Web Server project is
developed to be small, reliable, fast, flexible, and capable of producing a website with rich content. It is very easy to use and has
a quick and intuitive interface. The developer does not need to learn a specific coding language like ASP, PHP, Perl, Python or

the like. A web site developed with KLone Embedded Web Server is an endless collection of HTML or HTTP/HTTPS
resources including your logos, graphics, animations, sound files, etc. A web site developed with KLone Embedded Web Server

is small, and can be used in embedded applications: the developer will not need additional

KLone Embedded Web Server Crack For PC

KLone features a powerful feature-rich HTTP/S (HyperText Transport Protocol/Secure) web server. With native C/C++
compiler, it is optimized for embedded systems and appliances. It supports HTTP/HTTPS (including SSL), CGI (Common
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Gateway Interface), SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol), TLS/SSL (Secure Socket Layer) and FTP (File Transfer Protocol).
KLone can serve static and dynamic files, e.g. text, programs, images, audio and video files. The URLs of its embedded web

sites can include the fields of the request: path, query string, cookies, HTTP headers. The HTTP/S server has an absolute
minimum of dependencies. It includes all modules used by several other servers and frameworks. This means for instance that
web developers using KLone need not to master a complex web server and can concentrate on the high-level site development.

Despite its small size (50KiB), it is extended and extended by home-grown modules. Access to KLone is secured by an
independent, simple, but safe authentication/authorization engine. It is integrated into the HTTP/S server. The system is very
easy to understand for the novice end-user and permits also automatically securing the site access for unskilled users. KLone

supports the FIPS 140-2 data security framework, which provides the lowest level of security offered by any web server.
SSL/TLS and SMTP support SSL/TLS (Secure Socket Layer/Transport Layer Security) with automatic "negotiation" (RFC

2246) is supported by KLone. A special session-oriented mode of operation ("LE") is also supported. This mode uses one port
for the HTTP/S traffic and one port for the SSL/TLS communications. In "full handshake" mode the TLS/SSL connection is
established with a full handshaking process (RFC 2246). KLone has a built-in post-processing module to generate the basic

SSL/TLS content from the original HTTP/S header. The module is called "SSL/TLS/HTTPS" and produces a "concatenated"
HTTP header. The processing consists of: "Support and Authentication" Only basic authentication is supported. Transport Layer

Security (TLS/SSL) includes an optional "mutual certificate" support. For this purpose, the SSL/TLS client certificate is
included. The server certificate is also included. 09e8f5149f
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The web server kernel is an embedded system, low-memory web server with memory footprint less than 100K. KLone web
server is for C/C++ static web site developer, totally void of any programming language. You simply write the code of your site
in C/C++ as you'd write regular C/C++ program. This C/C++ code of your site is then converted into multiple executables that
will be linked to the KLone web server skeleton. In-order to generate the final ROMable code, KLone uses a C/C++ compiler to
compile your C/C++ code into native object code. The final code is then compressed into a single ROM-able binary file. Use
this ROMable web server to develop the frontend of a dynamic site or web server for your embedded system. KLone Embedded
Web Server Requirements: Windows or linux. KLone Embedded Web Server Install: User unzip the KLone into a directory
then compile it, copy the generated HTML page into KLone web server, copy the generated ROMable code into the ROM
directory, link the compiled ROMable code into the KLone web server, start KLone web server, check out that the site is ready
to be connected to the outside. Also, you can edit the generated ROMable code directly in the ROM directory, and then re-
compile it. This will keep the website file unchanged, and your site will work just the same as before. KLone Web Server
Features: The KLone web server is powerful enough to serve dynamic pages in Perl, Python, PHP, and other popular dynamic
web pages' scripting languages. On the other hand, the KLone web server can also serve static pages. You can even generate
your own dynamic pages or static pages using the KLone web server. KLone Web Server can also do CGI function: CGI
Scripting Language. If you do not wish to use the Perl or Python scripting languages, you can customize your own CGI by using
KLone web server. KLone web server is capable to use several tricks to make your web site quicker, such as: 1. Replace the
CGI/PHP/Perl/Python/JSP interpreter with a much faster runtime (super fast) interpreter. 2. use caches to store the statically
generated HTML pages so that they can be reused to reduce the number of requests and save the bandwidth.

What's New In KLone Embedded Web Server?

The web server of KLone is a standalone solution running on embedded systems. It is scalable and fast. KLone Web Server can
handle millions of concurrent requests per second for regular web pages. KLone Web Server is well-suited for batch and real-
time websites, and uses the whole I/O system to get maximum throughput. The Server is fully integrated and loaded into a single
external ROM. KLone is not only the perfect solution for developers, system integrators or QA companies working for
embedded products, but it is also very useful for web-developers to test their web pages in a regular PC environment. In
addition to the HTTP/S and DLNA protocol handlers in every KLone Web Server instance, KLone Web Server also fully
supports the use of custom protocols. The lowest-level object code has been optimized to reach a real performance that covers a
"normal" webpage, including features such as PNG image support, a progressive JPEG decoder, animated GIF support, and
background images in general. KLone Web Server contains a customized HTTP/S support module which relies on the Berkeley
socket library. The module provides support for the SYN, SYNACK, FIN, ACK, RST, PUSH, PULL, FIN, PING,
LAST_ACK, GOAWAY, PSH, RELIABLE, UNRELIABLE, INV, H14, H36, PUSH_PROMPT, PULL_PROMPT,
PUSH_HOLD, PULL_HOLD, PUSH_RESET, PULL_RESET, PUSH_PING, PULL_PING, GOAWAY_NEGOTIATION,
GOAWAY_DONE, and GOAWAY_FULL_DATA packets. The HTTP/S implementation is completely customizable by the
developer using the KLone Web Server API, though, default settings work fine for most of the cases. KLone Web Server
automatically manages multiple connections with multiple clients at the same time. The module provides a thread-safe,
"inventoried" implementation of the server, where each connection can be managed independently and treated like a single
connection to the server, plus this approach enables parallel execution of multiple threaded processes. KLone Web Server can
also be used in extremely hostile conditions, because the application is not loaded in the ROM (nor in RAM) and is stored in
flash memory. KL
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System Requirements For KLone Embedded Web Server:

Supported Cards: Battle.net Account: Operating System: Windows 7/8 (32 bit and 64 bit), Vista, XP (32 bit and 64 bit)
Processor: Intel Core2 Duo or equivalent Memory: 2 GB RAM Graphics: Direct X 9.0c compatible hardware and driver Hard
Disk: 10 GB available space Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c compatible Network: Broadband Internet connection Display: 1024 X
768 resolution or higher DirectX: Version 9.0
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